THE CRIMINAL COURT PROCESS – Ontario Court of Justice
Arrest / charges

1st Appearance

{approx. 3-6 weeks}

1) Held for BAIL
(released from Court
on bail or detained)
or
2) RELEASED from
police / station (on
Appearance Notice
[F9], Promise to
Appear [F10], (with
Undertaking [F11.1])

2nd Appearance
Appearance

{approx. 3-4 weeks}

DISCLOSURE
[Crown’s Evidence]
Receive initial
disclosure (if
available); may be
full disclosure.
Adjourn to review
disclosure, or to
receive (initial or
further) disclosure.

Crown Pre-Trial

{approx. 3-4 weeks}

DISCLOSURE
Receive substantial
(or full) disclosure;
otherwise, again
adjourn for
(further) disclosure.
Schedule Crown
Pre-Trial (or
conduct on the
spot, if possible).

Judicial Pre-Trial

TRIAL (i.e. fight
the charges)

{approx. 3-6 weeks}

Discuss case with
Crown, explore
resolution and trial
issues (e.g. trial
length, Charter
issues, Crown and
Defence position on
sentence, etc.).
Perhaps schedule
Judicial Pre-Trial.

Further discuss and
narrow case issues,
with both Crown
and Judge present.
Judge provides
input but does not
make any findings
of guilt / innocence.
Set matter down for
plea or trial if ready.

GUILTY PLEA (i.e.
admit to the charges)

Note: Charges can be withdrawn (“dropped”) at any stage in the above process (though very seldom on the 1st Appearance) and sometimes with ‘conditions’ (e.g. Diversion,
Peace Bond). However, such is only possible if the Crown consents. There is no way to force the Crown to withdraw charges, and if the Crown refuses to do so, generally the
ONLY options are Guilty Plea or Trial. No lawyer can readily guarantee they will get charges withdrawn as it up to the Crown; making such guarantees violates LSO bylaws.
Note: In OCJ, the entire criminal process (i.e. from Arrest / Charges to Trial) generally takes roughly 12 months, though anything under 18 months may still be considered
“reasonable”. The actual criminal process and timeframes may differ from that above, depending on several factors (e.g. jurisdiction, Charter hearings / motions, etc.).
DISCLAIMER: This document is for informational purposes only. This document does not create a solicitor-client relationship, nor does it constitute legal advice. No representations are
made as to accuracy and/or completeness of this document and information herein. This document, is not, and is not intended to be, a comprehensive or detailed statement of the matters
addressed herein. This information is not intended to be relied upon, nor is it a substitute for legal advice. Freudman Law PC is not liable for loss or damage to any person of any sort that
may arise directly or indirectly, in any way, from reliance upon or in connection with any information contained herein.
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